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Sweet Gratitude is a cookbook with a message: raw desserts aren’t only healthier for both

people and the planet, they can also be every bit as tasty–indeed, sinfully so–as their

mainstream counterparts. Tiziana Tamborra and Matthew Rogers, both master dessert chefs

at the pioneering San Francisco-based Café Gratitude, present a tantalizing table of after-

dinner or any-occasion delights. Illustrated with gorgeous color photographs, the recipes range

from simple and quick to advanced and detailed, showing how versatile commonly used fruits

and nuts are for whipping up innovative and beautiful desserts. Providing authoritative

information on techniques and specialty ingredients, and emphasizing the seasonal and the

regional, Sweet Gratitude contains fresh takes on old favorites like pumpkin pie and tiramisu,

as well as ingenious new creations like Pomegranate Fig Tart, Brazil Nut Chocolate Ganache,

and Shortbread Thumbprint Cookies with Goji Berry Jam. Ideal for anyone looking for healthier

dessert choices as well as a valuable resource for people with special dietary needs including

those who cannot consume dairy, gluten, or refined sugar, Sweet Gratitude shows readers how

to craft what may be the most elusive item in the culinary canon: the guilt-free dessert!
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first came to us saying they would love the opportunity to create a recipe book of the desserts

from Café Gratitude, we were inspired. Not only have they created the most amazing selection

of live-vegan desserts ever, they have done so in the context of Café Gratitude’s mission,

keeping their attention on all they have to be grateful for. That’s not always as easy as it may

seem. Life presents us with many challenges, and they have had theirs, but always they’ve

come through to the other side with an expanded capacity to love and be loved.Matthew has

taken on his passion for raw chocolate and gifted the world with a variety of truffles, fudge, and

dipped chocolates, while Tiziana has given birth to the most beautiful live-vegan wedding

cakes. Their mutual love of celebrating life comes through in their ingenious creations. They

have now partnered their talents and this book is the result. As you look through these pages

you can see what is possible when we surrender to being of service to others, to making a

difference, and to trusting the process of opening up to love.I couldn’t be prouder of these two

beings. I know that their contribution will be joyously received and appreciated. Not only are

their desserts delicious, beautiful, and creative, they are filled with love, which also makes

them healing.With deep gratitude and love,Terces EngelhartOwner of Café

GratitudeIntroductionSweet Gratitude uniquely merges a “cookbook” of delicious raw vegan

desserts with the philosophy of celebrating life and love for ourselves, each other, and the

world. We want to inspire people to become aware of their own power in the choices they make

and to understand the infinite effects that these choices have. Being present to every choice

we make is a way to honor and celebrate our lives, our bodies, and the Earth. Choosing vegan,

organic, and fair-trade foods has a major impact on the planet and all the beings nourished and

supported by this planet.Taking responsibility for how we nourish ourselves goes beyond our

food choices. We nourish ourselves with our thoughts, the way we express ourselves, and how

present we are in the moment. Throughout the book we will be sharing our thoughts and

experiences with concepts such as love, trust, forgiveness, freedom, and self-worth. All this is

connected with our everyday lives, our experiences, and the oneness of the world.Why raw

desserts? Well, for many reasons, but perhaps primarily because they are one of the healthiest

dessert choices available. These desserts are the most delicious, most vibrantly pure and

beautiful desserts one can eat. Desserts in the raw are ideally done with fruit in its ripe,



organic, bursting-with-flavor wholeness. Most of the ingredients used are fresh and minimally

processed, in their natural nutrient-rich state. Miracles then occur as these raw ingredients are

blended, strained, soaked, frozen, dehydrated, or whipped into delicious pies, cakes, candies,

or ice cream. The possibilities are endless with what can be created and re-created combining

these techniques with a wide variety of ingredients.We use alternative sweeteners such as

agave syrup, dates, and yacon syrup—they are natural, lower on the glycemic index, and

delicious. Many of the desserts we include here are raw versions of long-time familiar favorites,

while others feature more exotic, sophisticated flavors and textures that are not widely

experienced. All are divinely decadent, with a simplicity and elegance in their wholesomeness

that only Mother Nature could provide. Raw desserts and raw food in general are real foods,

food the body understands and is nourished by.For many people, these are the safest kinds of

desserts to eat. Those who are lactose-intolerant, borderline diabetic, or allergic to wheat

gluten find raw desserts to be a godsend. People with these conditions are increasing in

number as our bodies react to all the processed high-glycemic sugar, wheat, and pasteurized

dairy that is ubiquitous in today’s modern world. Those who are dieting and/or have high

cholesterol can profoundly benefit from switching over to raw desserts. For some people who

are moving through a healing time, these desserts might be the only kind of sweets their

bodies can handle. Vegans, vegetarians, and all people who just love organic, good food

absolutely adore raw desserts. One may choose raw desserts for any of these reasons, but

they really are for everybody to enjoy. People are completely amazed that you can have

desserts this good without any animal products or cooking. What’s far more amazing is that

many of these recipes undeniably taste more decadent and flavorful than the “real thing”!

Anything is possible! Raw wedding cakesA Few Personal Words from TizianaI’ve always been

fascinated with all expressions of cooking, but desserts in particular have a special place in my

heart. My passion for desserts is one of the greatest gifts I’ve received from my mother and

grandmother. As far back as I can remember, I was their precious assistant. My fondest

memories are watching and assisting them with big baking and cooking projects. I can still

remember all the preparation and anticipation, the making of something unique using different

techniques and flavors, the feeling of collaboration and complicity. Some of those specialties

were made only once a year, and I always looked forward to those celebrations with trepidation

and excitement. Christmas was my favorite—we would bake overnight and prepare the most

unique desserts. Those desserts would later become our gifts for family members and friends,

and our treats for the holidays.In the early ’90s I was exposed to macrobiotic cooking and

philosophy, and for the first time I realized that another way of creating desserts was possible. I

was so inspired by the concept of creating delicious desserts that were also healthy that I

immediately started to transform the recipes I knew into vegan, macrobiotic versions. Desserts

were my key to the gate of healthy foods and nutrition. I continued to study macrobiotics in

Italy, and I knew in my heart that desserts and health were going to be on my path, in whatever

manifestation and direction it would take me.I provided the local farmer’s market with my own

creations for several years, and I was amazed by how well they were received and how much

gratitude I experienced from my community. To further my knowledge in nutrition, I came to the

U.S. in 1997, where I continued my studies at the Vega Study Center in California with

macrobiotic pioneers Herman and Cornelia Aihara and teachers David and Cynthia Briscoe.

Over the following years I baked for several international macrobiotic conferences and cruises,

worked as a private chef and a pastry chef, taught cooking classes, and managed two vegan

bakeries.In 2005 I first met Matthew and Terces Engelhart, owners of Café Gratitude. I was just

looking for a job, really, and I knew nothing about raw desserts. In fact, I was totally skeptical



and had no idea what to expect! I was truly blown away to discover what is possible with the

variety and versatility of so many new ingredients, and how good and flavorful these desserts

are. A new world of possibilities opened before my eyes, and the journey continues. The

transition from baked to raw desserts was easier than I expected. I joyfully embraced the

challenge and was immediately inspired to apply my previous baking experiences to the

discovery of new styles of raw desserts. I’ve fully devoted myself to mastering the most

harmonious flavors and presentations, sharing my experience and love for desserts, and

creating many new recipes while continuing to improve old ones.A year later I made my first

raw wedding cake, and many more have followed since. I am currently the Bakery Manager for

the Café and continually embrace the never-ending possibilities of desserts, as well as my own

personal transformation.This book is the fruit of all my passion, my love for sweetness, and my

commitment to share and inspire anybody to enjoy delicious, healthy desserts. I’m honored

and touched that I’ve been given the chance to bring sweetness into many people’s lives!A

Few Personal Words from MatthewOne of my earliest memories is of being in the sandbox

playing the “baker.” I made cakes, pies, and cookies out of the available materials of mud,

sand, and rocks. I remember having so much fun building these sometimes-elaborate

creations, especially when presenting the finished product to people for their “enjoyment.” The

gift of giving has throughout my life provided me with the most fulfillment. There is nothing that

makes me happier than the act of creating something and giving it away for someone else’s

enjoyment.I am aware of the many talents I have been blessed with in this life, and working

with food is certainly up at the top. I was so interested in food as a profession that when I was

twenty I trained as a pastry chef. That only lasted a year, and I left the school rather

disillusioned with the restaurant industry and especially with all the unhealthy things we were

preparing. I would have never guessed back then that the universe really did want me to work

with food! My path to where I am today has unfolded in front of my eyes, and I’ve just had to go

along with it.After living on an organic permaculture farm in Maui called Lau Lima, which is

owned by Café Gratitude founders Matthew and Terces Engelhart, I moved to San Francisco

and got my first over-the-table job in seven years at the Café. I was immediately drawn into the

dessert world and soon became the main dessert chef for the company. Raw desserts came

very naturally, much more like making mud and sand pies than the stuff I made in culinary

school. I reworked and refined some of Terces’ recipes and started inventing many others. The

happiness I experienced was profound, for not only was I getting to create delicious and

beautiful desserts, these totally cutting-edge desserts were raw, vegan, organic, and actually

healthy for people! Over time I mastered the art of raw desserts, constantly created new items,

started teaching classes on the subject, and now here is the fruit of my labors: a book. This

book is probably the greatest gift I’ve ever given. I am honored, blessed, and ecstatically joyful

to give this book to the world to enjoy.We Are GratefulWe would like to acknowledge all the

customers, employees, and community of Café Gratitude for making this book possible.

Without their feedback, ecstatic love for our creations, nurturing positive support, and

appreciation we would have never taken raw desserts this far. We really stepped into the

unknown with raw desserts and discovered a huge, beautiful world! Part of our vision for this

book is to inspire people to embrace and connect with what might be different or unknown.

Taking a chance, whether or not it involves food, is where we really get to taste all the

adventure, magic, and mystery in life.We also would like to thank the reader for taking a

chance! Thank you for your commitment to your own health and that of your loved ones. Thank

you for honoring the Earth. Thank you for contributing to the new paradigm of food

consciousness: Raw!Ingredient Preparation,Equipment, and ResourcesThe Power of ChoiceAll



of us are blessed with the power of choice at any given moment. Even when there are

circumstances that we have no control over, we still have the power to choose who we will be

and how we will act in the face of that circumstance. The power of choice is basically the same

concept as free will. This is one of our greatest gifts as humans. We create our own experience

through our thoughts, speech, beliefs, actions, and attitudes. We choose, either consciously or

unconsciously, all of these things in every moment. We are never powerless unless we choose

so.Our choices are not isolated incidents, they are powerful decisions that create a ripple effect

on the rest of the world. What we choose now sooner or later has a direct impact, not just on

ourselves, but on many others and the whole planet. Sometimes what we choose is influenced

by habit or by what makes us comfortable. To step into our power of choice is to be consciously

aware of why we are making a choice and to be present to its impact.It is important to carefully

choose the proper equipment and the best ingredients to have good results with these recipes.

Choosing ingredients that are seasonal, fresh, organic, and local will greatly affect the end

result, regardless of which desserts you choose to make. For specialty ingredients that are

available year-round such as nuts, cacao, and oils, we suggest choosing the highest quality

available. We are all worth it!In this chapter we give directions for preparing the basic

ingredients that will be used throughout the book. This includes how to make all the nut milks

and flours, coconut milk, date paste, and anything that requires specific preparation in order to

be used in the recipe. We also list the necessary equipment and tools for the proper and

successful making of the desserts. A list of resources at the end of the chapter will help you

find specialty ingredients not commonly available. The most important aspect of ingredient

preparation is choosing the best ingredients available. In general, whatever recipe you choose

to make, please read through the entire recipe in advance so you can have a sense of all the

ingredients and steps involved.For preparation of Irish moss, see Chapter 8, this page.Useful

Tips for Selecting and Storing NutsSpecial attention should always be given when selecting

nuts. All nuts, if improperly stored, will become stale or rancid. The higher the oil content in the

nut, the more easily it will spoil. In general, softer nuts tend to have a higher oil content. For this

reason, we recommend always storing macadamia, Brazil, and pecan nuts in the fridge in an

airtight container.Always smell and taste nuts before using, and if possible, before buying; if

they are rancid the odor will be a sharp, strong, chemical-like smell. We suggest purchasing

nuts in quantities that will be used in a short period of time. All nuts should be stored in an

airtight container to ensure freshness for as long as possible.Making Nut Milk/Nut FlourYou can

make nut “milk” out of almost any kind of nut. The process is very simple. All you do is blend

soaked or unsoaked (depending on the nut) nuts with water and strain out the milk using a nut-

milk bag or something comparable. Nut-milk bags are fine-mesh straining bags with a

drawstring, specifically designed for the purpose of making nut milk. The pulp left behind after

straining is nut “flour,” which can be used in a variety of ways. We use nut flour extensively in all

our cakes and in some dehydrated items.Pouring nut milk through the bagStraining the nut

milkMaking almond milk requires first soaking the almonds 12–24 hours. After soaking, drain

water and rinse the almonds. They are now ready for milk-making.Hazelnuts and Brazil nuts do

not require soaking, as they do not contain the enzyme inhibitors found in most nuts with

brown skins.Add to blender 1 cup nuts and 3 cups filtered water.Blend on high 2–3 minutes or

until nuts are completely broken down. Don’t blend too long or the milk will start to overheat.

Optional: Let nut milks steep 10–20 minutes before straining for a creamier, richer flavor.Place

a nut-milk bag in a bowl or other container. Pour the blended nuts through the nut-milk bag and

strain out as much of the milk as possible by firmly squeezing the bag.Pour milk into a

container and store in fridge. Most nut milks will keep for at least three days if stored



properly.Nut flourEmpty the contents (nut flour) of the nut-milk bag. Keep nut flours in an

airtight container in the fridge. Nut flour will keep for at least two days. You can store nut flour

longer by freezing it.Soaking NutsSoaking CashewsSoak cashews in cold filtered water for 8

hours (less time is needed if the cashews are broken up into little bits). Soaking them overnight

in the fridge is a perfectly fine and easy method for cashews and most other nuts. Once

soaked, drain off the water and rinse once or twice. Soaked cashews will keep in the fridge for

up to a week, but they require a daily rinsing. Also, make sure they are thoroughly soaked by

biting into one and seeing if it has any white in the middle (like pasta). If it does, it needs more

soak time. Recipes will specify if a nut is to be soaked; otherwise the nuts being used are

always dry.Soaking and Dehydrating Other NutsThis is certainly an extra step in preparing

ingredients for a crust, but it does make the end result easier to digest. Nuts with enzyme

inhibitors include almonds, walnuts, and pecans. Soak the nuts as directed in “Making Nut Milk/

Nut Flour,” then lay nuts out in a single layer on a dehydrator sheet. Dehydrate at 115°

overnight or until the nut is dry and crispy. These nuts are then ready to use in preparing a

crust. You can of course skip this step altogether and just use raw nuts as we do in most of

these recipes; but soaking them deactivates the enzymes inhibitors.Preparing Coconut Milk/

Meat/FlakesThe first thing you need to do when preparing coconut milk/meat is to open the

coconuts.Start by placing the coconut on its side. With a sharp chef’s knife begin to shave the

top portion of the husk, exposing the inner shell. Thai young coconuts have a pre-shaved

pointed tip on the top, and this is the side you want to shave down.Shaving the top husk of the

coconutTapping the coconut shellUsing the square corner of the blade (by the knife’s handle),

begin tapping the exposed coconut shell, going around in a circle, until you have created a “lid”

you can pry open.Pour the coconut water into a container or directly into the blender. If it

appears that there are coconut shell pieces in the water you will want to use a strainer.With a

metal spoon, scrape the inside of the coconut to remove the coconut flesh or “meat.”Prying

open the coconut “lid”Pouring the coconut waterScooping out the coconut meatClean off any

small bits of coconut shell and/or brown fibrous skin. You may need to use a peeler for this. Add

the cleaned meat to the blender and blend on high until smooth (2–3 minutes). There is your

coconut milk!For recipes that require amounts of coconut meat only, you must open the

coconut, drain and set aside the water (use for drinking), and scrape out the meat. Clean the

coconut meat and put in a container in the fridge until ready to use. Some recipes may require

opening several coconuts.All coconuts will vary in size, amount of water, and amount of meat

inside. This makes coconut milk a huge variable in these recipes. As a general guideline, if the

meat inside the coconut is thicker than a quarter of an inch, don’t use quite all the meat as this

will make the milk too thick. And vice versa—if the meat inside is thin and like a translucent

jelly, don’t use all the water as this will make the milk too thin. One Thai young coconut usually

yields about 1½ cups of milk. The consistency of the coconut milk we use in these recipes is

fairly thick. For the ideal thickness, blend 4 ounces (weight) of coconut meat with 1 cup coconut

water.Coconut flakes are widely available; just make sure they are raw and organic. If you do

choose to make your own coconut flakes simply grate the mature, hard coconut meat and

dehydrate at 115° for several hours or until dry.Making Date PasteThe fastest and best way to

make date paste is to finely mince pitted dates. You can also paddle the chopped-up dates with

a little water in a Kitchen-Aid (don’t use too much water—it will dilute the flavor and make the

dates too wet). An old-fashioned hand-cranked meat grinder will also work perfectly. Or you can

always get out the old mortar and pestle!Pitted dates and chopped-up date “paste”Date paste

is available but hard to find. Using paste is really only essential in preparing crusts and in

cakes. Regular pitted dates blend up just fine in the blender. Dates are a major variable in



these recipes. They range between being really dry and really moist. When selecting dates

choose ones that are not overly dry or overly ripe and squishy. Ten ounces (weight) of date

paste is about 1½ cups. We use the widely available Medjool dates in all these recipes.Melting

OilsAll the fat ingredients we use (coconut oil and cacao butter) need to be in their melted oil

form when used in the recipes. Simply put the hardened butter in a bowl and place within a

larger bowl that has hot water in it. Never melt in a saucepan over an open flame.Up until

recently, the terms coconut “oil” and coconut “butter” were used interchangeably; oil was simply

the melted form and butter the hardened form. A new, truly incredible product has been

introduced to the market by the nut-butter company Premier Organics, which has now changed

the definition of coconut “butter.” This coconut butter product is not simply the extracted oil but

a combination of virgin coconut oil and creamed, mature coconut meat. It really is more like a

butter, such as almond or peanut butter.Most of our recipes use coconut oil, either in its

scented extra-virgin or unscented form. Coconut oil and cacao butter are used in raw desserts

to create a firm, creamy, sliceable consistency. Without this ingredient everything would have to

be served in a bowl! Unscented coconut oil is extra-virgin oil that has been filtered to minimize

its strong coconut aroma and flavor. We mainly use unscented coconut oil as it does not add

coconut flavor to the recipes. Individual recipes will specify when to use “extra-virgin coconut

oil,” “coconut oil,” or “coconut butter.” Extra-virgin coconut oil is much easier to find than the

unscented version, which is mainly available online. You can use the extra-virgin oil anywhere a

recipe calls for “coconut oil,” just be aware that doing this will add a distinct coconut

flavor.Using Vanilla BeanAll recipes will call for either “liquid vanilla,” which is simply whole

vanilla beans blended with water, or “vanilla bean,” which means using the scraped insides only

of the vanilla bean. To obtain the precious insides of vanilla beans, you need to slice the bean

lengthwise and open it up. With a small spoon, gently scrape out all the black caviar-like vanilla

seeds.Making Liquid VanillaTo make your own liquid vanilla, take three vanilla beans and chop

them up into small pieces. Put in blender and add 1 cup water. Blend for a couple of minutes or

until the mixture starts to feel warm and the vanilla beans are completely broken down. Store in

an airtight bottle or jar kept in the fridge. Liquid vanilla will last for several weeks, if not longer.

You can also create your own ratio of vanilla bean to water to suit your individual taste.Quick

Juicing“Quick juicing” is our term for the technique of quickly obtaining small quantities of beet

and ginger juices. Often only a few tablespoons of these juices are required, and this method is

ideal for small quantities. The fastest way to juice these items is to use a proper ginger grater,

commonly available in health food stores. You can also employ a regular standing grater, using

the side that will produce the smallest grate. Make sure that you have the grater standing over

a plate or bowl to collect the juice and grated pulp. (Simply squeeze the juice out of the pulp

with your hands.) Collect the juice in a small bowl or measuring cup.Making Pomegranate

JuiceMaking fresh, delicious pomegranate juice is much easier and faster than you may

expect. Start by slicing the pomegranates horizontally through the middle. Cutting them

horizontally is key to having the kernels come out easily. You will need a large bowl and a

serving spoon (a metal spoon works best). Hold the halved pomegranate over the bowl with

the open side resting on the palm of your hand. Begin firmly tapping the outside of the

pomegranate with the spoon. The kernels will start to fall out into your hand. Make sure you are

tapping around the entire surface to release all the seeds. When finished, check the bowl for

any small white fibrous pieces and remove.Place all the kernels in a blender. Pulse-blend not

more than four to five times. You only want to pulse long enough to pop open the kernels. Over-

pulsing will start to blend the kernels and release a tannic, bitter, and astringent flavor. Pour

through a nut-milk bag and squeeze out the juice.Making Cold-Pressed EspressoMaking your



own cold-pressed coffee/espresso is fairly easy, healthier than regular brewed coffee, and less

wasteful. Specific cold-processing kits in many sizes are available; otherwise you simply use a

French press. To make 1 cup of espresso, take ½ cup freshly ground coffee and put in the

French press with 1½ cups filtered water. Stir to break apart any chunks and let sit somewhere

undisturbed at room temperature for 24–48 hours. For “brewing” larger amounts of cold-

pressed coffee, soak 1 pound of coffee with 13 cups water. Remember, good-tasting coffee

starts with good-tasting filtered water. Always use a yummy, good-quality, dark-roast coffee for

maximum flavor.SaltSome salts or particular batches of salt may be too coarse and granular for

these recipes. In this case you want to powder the salt using either a coffee grinder or a mortar

and pestle. This is most important for recipes in the Cacao chapter, and to be on the safe side

always powder salt for those recipes. Salt is extremely important in achieving a balanced flavor.

Choose a good-quality, non-refined salt. We only use and highly recommend Himalayan

Crystal Salt.MeasuringIt is highly important to measure accurately all ingredients for successful

results. The measurements in our recipes are given in cups (volume), ounces (weight), “wet”

measurements, or in tablespoons or teaspoons.Volume measurements in cups are used for all

liquids, most of the nuts, coconut oil and flakes, and cacao butter and powder.Measurements in

weight are given in ounces and are used for date paste, Irish moss, cacao powder, fruit, and

small amounts of nuts or coconut meat. Measurements for some of these ingredients will also

be specified in cups, but we highly recommend using a scale to be 100% accurate.“Wet”

MeasurementsYou will notice that some recipes specify “wet” measurements for certain

ingredients. This means that it is not a liquid ingredient, and thus you want to measure these

items combined with the liquid ingredients already in the blender or measuring cup. Do this by

adding the solid ingredient to the container holding liquid ingredients, thereby raising the entire

liquid volume by the amount specified. For example, when making the Coconut Cream Pie, add

to the 2 cups of coconut milk in the blender or measuring cup enough coconut meat to raise

the total volume to 2½ cups, for a ½-cup wet measurement of coconut meat.Measuring ½ cup

of coconut meat in a measuring cup by itself is not the same amount; it is actually much less.

We occasionally include measurements in this way to have the most consistent end

result.Measuring Equivalents16 ounces = 1 pound weight16 cups = 1 gallon4 cups = 1 quart2

cups = 1 pint1 cup = 16 tablespoons½ cup = 8 tablespoons!S cup = 5 tablespoons + 1

teaspoon¼ cup = 4 tablespoons1 tablespoon = 3 teaspoonsCacao Powder Weight and Volume

Equivalents!S cup = 1 ounce weight½ cup = 1½ ounces weight!T cup = 2 ounces weight1 cup = 3

ounces weightNecessary Equipment and Tools Food processor (we recommend Cuisinart or

Robot-Coupe brands) Blender (we recommend Vita-Mix or K-tech brands) Mixer (we

recommend Kitchen Aid brand) Dehydrator (we recommend Excalibur brand) Hand-cranked

ice cream maker Scale (any scale with ounce increments and at least a 16-ounce capacity)

Measuring cups (cups with !S-cup increments and 1-quart capacity are helpful) Measuring

spoons (stainless-steel spoon sets are best) Coffee grinder Bowls (large and small) Pans (9-

inch pie pan, 10-inch cheesecake springform pan, 9-inch cake pan with removable bottom,

8×8×3-inch square pan for Tiramisu or Cobbler) Truffle scoop or 1½-inch small ice cream

scoop Non-stick baking sheet or baking sheet used with wax paper Chocolate cup molds or

mini-muffin paper baking cups Grater, zester, peeler Spatulas and spoons (a variety of sizes

and styles is helpful) Knives (large chef’s knife, along with serrated and non-serrated paring

knives) Piping kit (for decorating) Rolling pinIngredient ResourcesHealth food stores and

farmers’ markets are ideal places for finding fresh, seasonal, local, and organic fruits and nuts.

However, many of the ingredients we use are best purchased (or can only be purchased)

online for mail delivery. The following websites specialize in raw-food products, equipment,



tools, and information:PiesLiving in the PresentAll we have is this present moment. The past is

gone, and the future has not happened yet. Our thoughts are constantly dwelling on the past or

projecting into the future. In both instances we are not living in the present moment. This is a

natural process in our lives since we are the product of our past and the creators of our future.

It is important to not get stuck in either the past or the future because we will not be able to

fully experience the magic of the present moment. When we are fully present in the “now”

moment we are completely aware of ourselves, our bodies, our surroundings, and the

sensations we experience. In the now moment we feel more alive and connected with

everything. Communication becomes easier, and our intuition becomes a powerful voice we

can trust. Synchronicities start fitting together like puzzle pieces, and we experience the

wonder and mystery of life.Being present is an ongoing daily practice. To get present we must

let go of our attachments from the past and our expectations of the future. The first step in

letting go of our past is for us to be willing to heal and fully accept what was. We can’t change

our past, but we can change how we relate to it. When we are creating our future we must be

willing to accept different possibilities than the ones we desire. It is important to be engaged in

the constructive planning of our future, which we do with our intention, vision, and thoughts. All

this planning will simply remain intention, vision, and thoughts unless we take action in the

present moment. As we take action in the now to realize our visions, we must stay present and

be open to new possibilities of how our visions will manifest.Preparing food is a great way to

practice living in the present. The best results with any recipe will come about from being

focused and attentive to every step of the process. Noticing all the colors, flavors, textures,

measurements, and shapes of the ingredients naturally brings us into the present moment.

Enjoy living in the moment as you make these delicious pies. We guarantee that the pie won’t

stay in the present moment for very long!Many of our pies are raw versions of traditional

classics. Others are the result of our own creation, utilizing seasonal fruits and other delicious

flavors. All these pies are unique and are probably the most loved of all our desserts. For the

crusts we mainly use a combination of nuts, which are simply processed with salt, vanilla, and

a little date for sweetening and binding purposes. There are also two nut-free pies included

here—the Coconut Cream Pie and Banana Cream Pie. The fillings vary greatly but generally

include nut or coconut milks, juices, fresh fruits, Irish moss, cacao, and coconut oil.Also

included in this chapter are our amazing tarts and the incredibly quick and easy-to-prepare

Fruit Cobbler. Most of these recipes are fairly easy to make and to serve, since the assembling

directions are minimal. We can assure you that there is at least one pie here that will become

your new favorite!RecipesCoconut Cream PiePecan PiePumpkin PieCappuccino PieLemon

Meringue PieHeavenly Mudslide PieKey Lime PieChocolate-Hazelnut Mousse PieCherry

PieStrawberry Brilliance PieApple PieFruit CobblerBanana Cream PieNeapolitan

TartRaspberry TartEquipment Needed Blender Food processor Measuring cups Measuring

spoons Scale Spatulas Dehydrator (for Apple Pie only) 9-inch pie panMaking the Pie CrustPie

crust recipes may include: Nuts or coconut flakes Salt Date paste Liquid vanilla Cacao powder/

nibs Coconut oilPlease see Chapter 1 for details on preparation of these ingredients.PIE

CRUST DIRECTIONS1. Add the individual recipe’s crust ingredients to the food processor. In

recipes that use date paste, include half the amount in this step.2. Process all ingredients until

the crust starts to rise on the sides of the processor bowl. Stop the machine and mix with a

spatula or spoon.3. Repeat a few times until nuts are well broken down. Add remaining date

paste (if called for in recipe) and continue processing until mixture is consistent. The final result

of the crust should be a mixture that can hold together with a gentle pressure and can be

broken apart with a clean break.4. Lightly grease entire inside of pie pan with some coconut oil.



Some nuts become very oily after processing and don’t require this step, such as crusts that

are entirely macadamia nut.
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GCC, “Best book in my collection. This book has the best dessert recipes I've tried from over a

dozen books in my collection! I agree with prior reviewers - some of the recipes take quite a bit

of preparation, and you must have certain tools to do them well - for example, a very good

scale, an understanding of how to measure (both dry and liquid), and the money necessary to

prepurchase some ingredients that you will not easily find from local stores; you will likely be

forced to use the Internet to purchase things like Irish Moss and other ingredients. Many

recipes take more than a day of prep, and then some post-time like gelling. It's not likely that

you will make and serve these things in the same day. But many of the desserts are well worth

the prep and wait time!This being said, the desserts are amazing - the best I've tried. Having

tried 5-6 so far, they are incredible. You will not believe that they aren't using cooked

ingredients - the structure and tastes are very well done (ex: lemon merengue, apple pie,

several of the cakes). The accompanying photos help a lot to see how the creation might look

if you followed it the authors way, you can, of course, mix things up and change the

appearance to suit your own guests.I consider this the book to use when one has company

over and you are looking to put on a quality meal/show. While we do use it occasionally for

everyday eating, it's a lot of work to throw it together for a family of 3. This is the type of book

that will convert people to the raw food way in a most enjoyable way.I am still looking for that

'chocolate chip cookie recipe' to die for. This book does not have one that rivals the best baked

ones I am used to.  Might have to create one and send it in... ;)”

InAsia, “The Best Healthy Desert Book Ever!!!!. If you are familiar with making raw food, you

will love this book! If you are not familiar with making raw food, you will learn a lot if you are

open to a new, amazing way of food preparation. There are some recipes which are simple to

follow and there are others which are a bit more complex - but so worth the effort. Some of

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/YqkWY/Sweet-Gratitude-A-New-World-of-Raw-Desserts


them sound more complex, but once you get the hang of it, it's actually quite easy (like the

absolutely amazing mud slide pie recipe - wow - totally brilliant).I am quite creative in the

kitchen and would never have come up with these recipes or anything close to them on my

own. They are also extremely precise and everything turns out perfectly! You do need to have a

high speed blender (such as a Vitamix) for many of the recipes - however, I think some of them

would work with a regular blender. The high speed blender is such a great kitchen tool, though,

that if this book inspires you to get one, you will be happy you did:) There are also detailed

descriptions of ingredients which is helpful.I also have Cafe Gratitude's first book titled "I am

Grateful" and recommend that, too. Get this book - it will change the way you think about

food...and you will enjoy a whole new level of healthful and beautiful food.”

niall kennedy, “Amazing desserts. This book has some GREAT recipes. Be prepared to use a

lot of lecithin (used in most of these desserts) as well as liberal use of agar agar,carageenan or

irish moss. Aside from that, these are pretty accessable recipes with easy to find ingredients.

My only complaint is that it would have been nice if the pictures were more clear and larger for

each recipe; it would have brought this to 5 stars if it was a higher quality page material as well.

Overall im glad i have this raw book in my collection.”

rebecca padilla, “Amazing Vegan Cookbook. Ordered this cookbook because of a recipe I

tried. The “Key Lime Pie” recipe was amazing and it was made of Avocado…..That is what

attracted me to it. If your Vegan this is a great addition to your collection.”

Misty Pedgoogl, “My favorite raw cookbook. I have over 20 raw cookbooks, and this has risen

to the top of my collection. If the house were burning down and I could only grab one raw

cookbook, this would be it. This book is different from others in that it uses new ingredients

and new techniques that make raw desserts that are truly set apart. Most every recipe has a

wonderful accompanying picture. The cakes look amazing. I've made the chocolate/orange

frosting and it was wonderful--thick, rich, pipable, and silky smooth. This is the first raw

cookbook that I've seen address how to make true chocolate-covered cream-filled raw truffles.

If you have a sweet tooth and follow a raw vegan diet, this book will make you very happy!

5/1/2009 update: This is STILL my very favorite raw recipe book. I'm eating German Chocolate

cake--with a HUGE smile on my face. The cake has an amazing texture...just like a real cake

(like a dense flourless cake). I've made the fudge and coconut cream pie...I'm just amazed at

how delicious everything is.”

Robert Jones, “Gorgeous Dessert Recipes. Really excited to try these delicious looking

desserts. The book book in well laid out, easy to understand recipes with gorgeous photos.

Five Stars”

Nick, “Vegan desert heaven. My cheesecake tastes better than yours! Because I used the

recipe found in this book! Amazing. Love it. I found a good base and tweaked it a little and

added my own flavor and style to it. My friends freak out when I tell them it's dairy and almost

sugar free!”

Tina, “My favourite dessert book. I've got a few books on this subject but this one is by far the

best, it's the only one I go to when making desserts. They are very professional looking and

taste great. Some are a bit time consuming but worth the effort and I usually halve down the

cakes as they are pretty large in size. Cakes, cheese cakes, chocolate, biscuits, ice cream...



There's so much. My favourite must be the dark chocolate fudge. You do need the usual

kitchen equipment such as a food processor, blender, mixer and for some a dehydrator but this

is for the biscuit recipes and isn't used that much in the book. Look no further this book has

pretty much everything!”

Blanka P, London, “Yum the healthy way!. Loving making raw sweet creations; the only think I

would suggest is really read the beginning where ingredients are explained - for example

coconut milk in this book is made from fresh green coconut flesh, so if you used other coconut

milk, you may find your filling is too thin in your cake. But if you follow the instruction, you will

feast oh healthy delicious deserts for the rest of eternity. Thank you Sweet Gratitude!”

Mosdefjef, “Great recipes. Ex girlfriend loved it”

Wille Kuosmanen, “Nice One! I made pomegranate-cake. Nice One!I made pomegranate-cake,

and it was awesome. Texture of the filling was so smooth and creamy. Children loved it :-), and

so did adults also.Many great recipes. Many of recipes includes nuts... So i did miss some

alternatives for them... There is at least one rawcake rcpt without nuts.Nice informatives about

little things also.”

Austenacious, “The best cakes and desserts, raw or otherwise, you can make. I love this book.

You need to allow a bit of time to make some of the items, but it's definitely worth it. One thing -

the cake batter mix makes far too much - I halve the cake amount but keep the filling the same.”

The book by Martha Stone has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 130 people have provided feedback.
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